Local Land Charges Search Fees
1 April 2018

Con29 - Part I Enquiries - One parcel of land £148.50 + vat = £178.20

CON29
Each additional parcel £16.60 + vat = £19.92
Each optional enquiry (No’s 4 - 21) £13.00 + vat = £15.60
Optional Enquiry No. 22 £16.60 + vat = £19.92
Each additional enquiry £16.60 + vat = £19.92

LLC1 Official Certificate of Search £28.00 – no vat
Each additional parcel (for LLC1’s only) £16.60 – no vat

NOTE: CHARGES FOR PERSONAL SEARCHES ARE CURRENTLY SUSPENDED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.

Therefore, the fee for a search in the whole of the Register and Part I Enquiries from 1 April 2018 will be £206.20 inclusive of vat

To help us to deal with searches effectively, please provide 1 copy of the form and an up-to-date ordnance survey map extract, clearly outlining the search site in red, with the search request when submitting Postal or emailed searches.

For any further information please contact Land Charges direct on 01508 533676 or email landcharges@s-norfolk.gov.uk and our team will be pleased to help.